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Introduction

UCL Institute of Ophthalmology
is turning 70 in 2018! 

Read on to find out: 

Why the IoO was founded? 

Who was instrumental in its foundation? 

What ground-breaking discoveries have been made?

On 4th November 1948 the newly created Institute of 
Ophthalmology (IoO) opened in the former building of 

the Central London Ophthalmic Hospital in Judd Street. 
The plan was for the Institute and Moorfields to be on 

the same site to unify research and clinical activities. It 
took over 40 years for this to happen. The history of the 

Institute, its staff and research are outlined in this 
booklet.

The UCL Institute of Ophthalmology
Bath Street, London. 



1948  On the 4th November the IoO

was founded at Judd Street (former 
location for the Central London 
Ophthalmic Hospital) by Duke-Elder

1961 – MEH Dept. of Clinical 

Ophthalmology formed

1965 – Fight for sight established 

and Duke-Elder retired

1968 – Land next to MEH purchased 

and held in trust by Fight for Sight

1976 – IoODean and Students 

move in to Cayton Street IoO

1977 – 11 - 43 Bath street and extra 

buildings on Cayton street were 
purchased

1978 – Norman Ashton retires 

after 30 years as Director of 
Pathology

Sir John Parsons initiated the idea of a unique ophthalmic research institute in the UK.
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Timeline of Events

1946 – Act of Parliament: Three 

London Ophthalmic Hospitals merged, 
freeing up Judd Street site for the 
Institute of Ophthalmology

MOORFIELDS WESTMINSTER & CENTRAL
EYE HOSPITAL ACT, 1946.



1987 – Fight for Sight special 
appeal for the IoOnew build 
launched by HRH the Duke of 
York

1990 – Foundation stone for 
the new build (Ashton) laid by 
Lord Carrington

1980 – Dept. of Pathology 
moves from Judd Street to 
Cayton Street

1992 – HRH Duke of York 
opens the IoOAshton 
Building

1995 – IoOmerged with UCL to 
make the UCL Institute of 
Ophthalmology

2001 – IoOexpanded with an 
award from Joint Infrastructure 
Fund (JIF) 

2005 – Richard Desmond 
Children's Eye Centre opened, 
physically linking MEH and the 
IoO.

2007 – First UK NIHR BRC 
dedicated to vision was awarded 
to the IoOand its partner MEH

2018 – IoOcelebrate 70 years of 
outstanding research
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10 2012 – IoOawarded Queen’s 

Anniversary Prize for 
internationally distinguished 
research and pioneering 
clinical therapy in eye disease 

1981 – Dept. of Preventive 
Ophthalmology established

Timeline of Events



The IoO Story
Inception and Founding of the IoO (1948 - 1976)
It was Sir John Herbert Parsons who first conceptualised the idea for an 
‘Institute of Ophthalmology’ during the 1920s, however due to the World 
Wars, financial support was not forthcoming. Post WWII, efforts to unify 
teaching and training led to the formation of the British Postgraduate 
Medical Federation (BPMF) within the University of London, and this 
resulted in Moorfields Eye Hospital (MEH) Medical School joining as an 
‘Institute of Ophthalmology’. 

So, Parsons and Duke-Elder 
continued with their idea for a 
dedicated research institute 
which was finally realised with the 
Moorfields, Westminster & 
Central Eye Hospital Parliament 
Act, 1946. The Act allowed the 
amalgamation of the three 
principal eye hospitals in London 
at the time – Moorfields (Royal 
London Ophthalmic Hospital), the 
Royal Westminster Ophthalmic

Despite this there were still no provisions for a dedicated ophthalmic 
research centre, the only equivalent at the time was the MRC Unit for the 
Physiology of the Eye (University College, London) directed by Sir 
Stewart Duke-Elder.   

Hospital and the Central London Ophthalmic Hospital.  The Central 
London Ophthalmic Hospital (Judd Street in Kings Cross) was chosen to 
become the Institute of Ophthalmology and the patients were transferred 
to Moorfields at City Road and the clinics to the Westminster Ophthalmic 
Hospital. The building was converted for teaching and research, with the 
two hospitals acting as the associated clinical units.

Judd S treet. The orig inal location of the 
C entra l Eye H ospita l w hich becam e hom e to 

a new  Institu te of O phthalm ology in  1948. 



The IoO Story

Did you know…?

Judd Street IoOwas made up of six floors 
and included:
• residential flat for the engineer
• five workshops (metal working, glass-

blowing, carpentry and instrument 
making)

• a library, museum, lecture theatre and 
canteen

• a publishing office for the British 
Journal of Ophthalmology and 
Ophthalmic Literature

• research laboratories
• rooms for clinical research
• technicians rooms
• accommodation of experimental 

animals
• and a bar!

The IoO formally opened on 4th November 
1948 and to commemorate this there was 
an opening ceremony with speeches given 
by key Ophthalmologists from around the 
world. The newly converted institute had 4 
departments; pathology, allergy, Orthoptics
and medical illustration. No adobe 
illustrator in those days! The laboratories 
themselves were fitted out for research in 
pathology, allergy, physiological optics, 
physiology, electrophysiology, biochemistry 
and radiology. 

The IoO became officially recognised by the 
University of London as a BPMF in the 
academic year 1948-49. The first Dean of 
the Institute was Cecil Davenport and Duke-
Elder became the first Director of Research, 

So, there was now a ‘first of its kind’ 
Institute for teaching and research in 
Ophthalmology in the UK, but it did 
not stop there. The next aim, urged by 
the Earl of Rothes in his opening 
speech, was to unify the IoO and 
MEH on a single site, an idea which 
took another 40 years to fully realise. 

The entrance to the IoOat Judd St.

a post he held until he retired in 1965. 
Other notable alumni listed in the first 
annual reports were Ida Mann, 
Norman Ashton, Hugh Davson and 
Harold Ridley all leading the way in 
their own prospective fields. 



The IoO Story
Unifying the IoO and MEH (1976 – 1992)

Research Laboratory at Judd St.

From 1948 – 1980, research 
operations remained at Judd Street 
but it always felt like there was a 
partial divorce of the library, lecture 
rooms, and research laboratories from 
the clinical departments of MEH. 
There was always a clear vision by 
Duke-Elder that the IoO and MEH 
should be unified, a dream which 
became reality when a phased move 
to the MEH site began. 

In 1954, plans began “to build a new Institute and Eye Hospital as one 
suitably equipped unit, dedicated to the practice and advancement of 
ophthalmology”.[52] Over the course of the next 15 years several options were 
considered to move Moorfields and the IoO on to a single site, including 
Charterhouse Square and the Royal Free Hospital site on Gray’s Inn Road.

1961 saw the Department of 
Clinical Ophthalmology at 
MEH created and Barrie Jones 
became the IoO’s Professor of 
Clinical Ophthalmology. Peter 
Leaver, a fellow 
ophthalmologist and MEH 
historian credits Jones in 
‘transforming the relationship 
between clinicians and 
researchers, and enhancing
the reputation of both 
institutions’. [3]

Department of Preventive Ophthalmology
International Centre for Eye Health, 1961.

This you could argue was the start of unifying practices and influencing 
greater collaboration between MEH and the IoO ahead of the ‘move’ years.   



The IoO Story

An artists impression of the proposed new building at Bath St.

Phase I was to adapt the basement and 
ground floor of the Cayton Street site to 
provide a new lecture theatre, seminar 
room, students’ common room and Dean’s 
offices together with cloakrooms and 
storage areas.  The works were completed 
and occupied in March 1976. 

At around the same time four properties 
owned by a commercial firm on Bath Street 
became available. FFS Trustees stepped in 
and approved funds to purchase the 
properties 11-15 Bath Street and 27-29 
Cayton Street and from 1976-1977 the 
remaining buildings on Cayton Street, as

Phase II occurred on 19th November 1980 with the move of the Department 
of Pathology onto 17-25 Cayton Street. The building was converted with a 
grant from the Cripplegate Foundation and the opening speech was 
delivered by Norman Ashton, the Director of Pathology. 

In 1968, a building in Cayton Street and Cayton Place, owned by the Metal 
Box Company became available for purchase.  Fight for Sight purchased the 
building, and later the freehold, on behalf of the IoO.  There was no money to 
refurbish the Cayton Street building, until 1974, when the University Grants 
Committee (UGC) gave approval for work on Phase 1 of the building to start.

The IoO at C ayton S treet

well as Bath Street were purchased, to give rise to the IoO as we know it 
today. 



In 1987 the Fight for Sight Special Appeal was launched by HRH Duke of

This was followed on closely by 
Phase III on 15th Sept 1981, 
which involved the opening of 
the Department of Preventive 
Ophthalmology (27-29 Cayton
St) by HRH Princess Alexandra. 
This move was only possible 
due to a grant from the

Finally Phase IV could be realised in 
1989, this was the ‘the big move’ where 
all Judd Street operations’ moved to Bath 
Street into the new, aptly named ‘Ashton’ 
building. On 31st May 1990, Lord 
Carrington (former defence and foreign 
secretary) laid the foundation stone. 

Then on 14th October 1992 HRH Duke of 
York, also Patron of Fight for Sight, 
opened the new Ashton building.  

The IoO Story

Queen inspects Fight for Sight plans, 1989

Wolfson Foundation. 
This new Department was led by Barrie Jones, who went on to be 
instrumental in global efforts to decrease blindness in developing countries.

York. The Special Appeal 
was a one-off appeal aimed 
at raising enough money to 
support a new build for the 
IoO to enable the move from 
Judd Street to Bath Street. 
Impressively by Spring 1989 
the appeal achieved its 1st

million. 

Left: Front page of the programme of events for 
the ceremonial laying of the Foundation Stone 
for the new IoOon Bath St.

This plaque hangs in the Wolfson ground floor



The IoO Story
Post Move (1992 – 2018)

There were eight Deans between 
1948 – 1993.  Following the move in 
1992, the new ‘Director of the Institute’ 
position was created. Another key 
change in our history was the 
Tomlinson Report in 1992. This report 
recommended that Institutes like the 
IoO which were then supervised by 
the BPMF should instead be attached 
to the multi-faculty colleges within the 

Between 1995 - 2002, the 
IoO expanded following the 
award from the Joint 
Infrastructure Fund (JIF) that 
consisted of £8.8 million from 
the Wellcome Trust and FFS 
and £6.5 million from 
GlaxoSmithKline. This part of 
the IoO is known locally as 
the Jif building. 

In 2007 the Richard Desmond 
Children’s Eye Centre was 
opened. It’s the world’s 
largest dedicated children’s 
eye hospital, with a floor 
devoted to paediatric
research. It’s an extension to 
MEH with the entrance 
situated on Peerless St. The 
building of the eye centre 
finally provided a physical link 
between the IoO and MEH. 

University of London. As a result, the IoO merged with UCL in 1995 
becoming the UCL Institute of Ophthalmology, and since has joined the 
Faculty of Brain Sciences. RDCEC photo credits: Jane Clipston

Did you know….?

• The Children’s Eye Hospital 
architects (Penoyre and Prasad 
LLP) won the “Best Hospital 
Design” at the Building Better 
Healthcare Awards 2007!

• The waves on the building front 
called ‘louvres’ are likened to a flock 
of birds flying across the glass, 
providing calm and tranquility to all.

• The circular windows on the 
building side acts as lenses 
providing outside views at child and 
adult height, whilst creating a 
feeling of space

• The colourful lighting on the building 
facade was actually a patient’s idea! 
They suggested using strips of 
LEDS, and what is more, they use 
less electricity than boiling a kettle! 
Economical and pretty! 

The R ichard D esm ond C hildren 's Eye C entre



The IoO Story
In 2007, the first UK NIHR Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) for vision 
was awarded to the Moorfields and IoO partnership. It remains the only 
BRC of 20 nationally awarded that is dedicated to a single speciality. This 
funding is awarded through the NIHR to the NHS and University 
Partnerships with an outstanding track record for medical research, 
expertise, and translational research. Initial funding in 2007 was secured 
through the combined efforts of Professor Sir Peng Khaw, the then IoO
Director Professor Phil Luthert and Professor Roger Hitchings, the former 
and current Directors of Research & Development at MEH. Further BRC 
funding was awarded in 2012-2017 and 2017-2022.

Then in 2013 the IoO was awarded the Silver Athena 
SWAN award in recognition of its commitment to 
advancing equality, diversity and careers. In 2015, as 
part of IoO’s “Inspiring Women in Ophthalmology” 
celebration event a meeting room was renamed the 
‘Marcelle Jay Room’ in order to recognise the 
tremendous contribution made by Marcelle Jay to the 
study of Genetics at the IoO and MEH.   

The 2017 Centre for World Rankings, which ranks Universities, has named 
UCL IoO the best place to study ophthalmology, beating Harvard to the top 
spot! 

And here we are today celebrating 70 years since the 
IoO was founded. The IoO now conducts research 
and postgraduate teaching in key areas including 
genetics, gene therapy, cell transplantation, cell 
biology, disease processes, visual rehabilitation, and 
visual function. 

So that is our story, but what about our research? Turn over to discover 
just some examples (because we couldn’t list them all!) of our most 
impactful research over the years. 

In 2012 the IoO was awarded the Queens Anniversary Prize, which you 
can find hanging in reception,  in recognition of its internationally-
distinguished research and pioneering clinical therapy in eye disease.

Dr Marcelle Jay



Invention of Perkins Tonometer

Ashton Receives CBE

JIF AWARD SUCCESS!

Worlds first hospital to specialise in eye care

IoO Joins UCL

Queens Anniversary 

Prize Awarded

DIRECTOR RETIRES AFTER 30 YEARS

Fight for Sight reaches £1 Million!

First MHRA Stem Cell Facility

Ashton Building opens

EYE RESEARACH CHARITY FOUNDED

Ophthalmic ResearchStarts in the UK!

PIONEERING WORK

Mechanism for corneal 

transparency discovered

Retinopathy of Prematurity Discovered 

FIRST GENE THERAPY FOR 
INHERITED RETINOPATHY



Research Timeline

1954 – Retinopathy of 
prematurity discovered [23]

1960 – Discovery that 
Toxocara canis causes 
blindness in young children [22]

1953 – Dartnall’s
Rhodopsin Nomogram [29]

1965 – Invention of the 
Perkins Tonometer for 
IOP measurements [48]

1984 – First successful 
mapping of the X-linked 
form of RP [26]
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1957 – Mechanism of 
Corneal Transparency 
Discovered [44]

1962 – Pioneering work 
in Electrophysiology led 
to first electro-oculogram
(EOG) clinics [21]

1985 – Invention of excimer 
laser for refractive surgery 
[43]

1988 – First clinical trial of drug 
Ivermectin for Onchocerciasis 
(River Blindness) in Nigeria 
found reduction in optic nerve 
disease [19]



1995 – Distribution of 
fundus autofluorescence 
with a scanning laser 
ophthalmoscope [54]

1998 – Pioneering colour 
vision studies in primates [33] 19
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2007 – First gene therapy 
for inherited retinopathy [24] 

2018 – Results published of 
the first clinical trial for stem 
cell derived RPE delivered on 
a patch for wet AMD [28]

2013/14 – Discovery that visual 
adaptation cascades from one 
brain region to another, and 
equalises response levels 
across large neuronal 
populations [30]

2013 – Novel finding of 
regulator of angiogenesis 
(LRG1) [56]

2006 – Retinal repair by 
transplantation of  
photoreceptor precursors [42] 

2001/2 - Pioneering work in 
visual cortex and thalamus 
interconnections [55]

2005 – First MHRA licensed 
stem cell facility in the UK [11] 

Research Timeline



Alumni
It goes without saying, the IoO would not be what it is without its people. 
Read on to discover just some of our notable alumni. 

Sir Stewart Duke-Elder (1898-1978)

Born near Dundee, and son of a Scottish minister, he 
qualified in medicine in 1923 (St Andrews) and 
gained his PhD in 1925 (London University). 

He was interested in physiological optics and at the 
instigation of Parsons he devoted time to researching the physiology of 
the eye at University College London with Professor Starling and in 
Biochemistry with Dr Drummond. 

As early as 1937 he had started to make plans 
for an Institute of Ophthalmology and he played 
a leading role, assisted by Parsons and Ida Mann 
in establishing the Institute of Ophthalmology, in 
1948.  He was appointed Director of Research, 
and during the 17 years he held this position he
built and shaped the Institute’s international 
reputation for eye research. On the occasion of 
his retirement, in September 1965, the 
Committee of Management passed a resolution 
and Presented him with an illuminated copy of it 
(right), now in the Joint Library of Ophthalmology

Sir Stewart Duke Elder was pivotal (alongside Sir 
John Herbert Parsons) in enabling the establishment 
of the IoO. He was Director of Research for 17 
years. (1948-965) and the only lifetime President.

He also became the first and only President of the Institute. He was 
presented with a portrait of himself, wearing the red robes of the 
University of St Andrews, painted in 1965 by Edward Irvine Halliday, a 
distinguished artist, which now hangs in the Institute.

The resolution

“ The reputation of the Institute is now recognized 
internationally to be of the highest order, due in large measure 

to the zeal and effort of its Director of Research. ” 

archives.  The resolution contains many statements, including:  



Alumni

Duke-Elder’s textbook can be found in the 
IoOLibrary.

Duke-Elder was best known for his 
many contributions to medical 
literature, the first and foremost 
being his Textbook of 
Ophthalmology in seven volumes 
(1932-1954). Realising that some of 
this work already needed rewriting 
and updating, he decided to bring 

In 1932 he operated on the then Prime Minister, Ramsay Macdonald, for 
glaucoma and was knighted in 1933. He became Surgeon Oculist to 
King Edward VIII, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth. In 1949 he 
became KCVO and in 1958 a GCVO.  

Duke-Elder’s fame was acknowledged across the world and he was 
given honorary membership of 28 national societies. He was awarded 
many medals in recognition of his work. In 1960 he was awarded the 
Gonin Medal and was elected to the Royal Society. These two honours
he prized the most.

On the occasion of his 60th birthday Duke-
Elder was presented with a unique book 
made up of individual pages of handmade 
paper that had been sent to societies, 
individuals and friends around the world.  
The returned messages, illustrations, 
some of them in the style of an 
illuminated manuscript, were bound and 
presented to him. The book is on display 
in the Joint Library of Ophthalmology.

Duke-Elder was a man of great drive, 
energy and foresight and his contributions 
to ophthalmology as a whole, are felt far 
and wide.

out a much larger work entitled A system of ophthalmology in fifteen 
volumes (1958 – 1976).  In writing these volumes he enlisted the help of his 
IoO colleagues. These works were often referred to as the 
Ophthalmologists’ Bible. He was editor of the British Journal of 
Ophthalmology and set up an indexing and abstracting journal Ophthalmic 
Literature.

Duke-Elder with wife Phyllis 
celebrating his 60th Birthday. 



In honour of Sir Stewart’s 60th birthday, the Institute, his wife Phyllis 
and the Committee of Management arranged for sheets of handmade 
paper to be sent to all the societies and personal friends around the 

world and the pages that were returned were bound into a very 
special book. 

Each page has an inscription and signatures; some pages are in the 
style of an illuminated manuscript, whilst others contain poems and 

odes to the great man, including cartoons by Norman Ashton (below) 
and illustrations of plants used for ophthalmology purposes.

There is a telegram from Queen Elizabeth II and a personal birthday 
message written and signed by Her Majesty. All his achievements 

and awards are listed, covering several pages. The birthday book is 
on display in the Joint Library of Ophthalmology.

Duke-Elders 60th Birthday Book



Alumni
Norman Ashton (1913-2000)

Ashton was the Director of Pathology at the IoO (1948-
1978), and was the founding father of ocular pathology 
in the UK. In 1965 he founded the charity Fight for Sight, 
and was central in creating a joint IoO and MEH site. He 
also discovered retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), 
saving the sight of millions of babies worldwide. 

Early Career
Ashton was multi-talented, an artist, orator 
and actor, as well as a talented clinician and 
scientist. He qualified in medicine in 1939, 
specialising in pathology at Kent and 
Canterbury Hospital (1941-1945). In 1947,
whilst at Westminster Hospital, he met 
Reverend Christopher Hildyard, 
(hospital Chaplain and Minor Canon of 
Westminster Abbey), they became great 
friends and he invited Ashton, and two other
doctors, to board in the Abbey Cloisters.
This was meant to be a temporary arrangement but Ashton remained in 
the cloisters for 40 years, eventually becoming a Steward of the Abbey.

Institute of Ophthalmology (1948-1978)
Ashton was invited by Duke-Elder to be Director of Pathology at the IoO in 
1948 as he wanted a pathologist to devote himself to the study of the eye. 
Whilst at the IoO Ashton built a lab of international repute. During the war 
premature babies were given excess oxygen due to their undeveloped 
lungs but a blindness epidemic followed, and Ashton first recognised the

link between oxygen toxicity and Retinopathy of 
Prematurity. Another significant discovery was the 
identification that toxocara canis (dog round worm) 
caused retinal disease in children. This led to major 
UK campaigns educating the public on the risks of 
exposing toddlers to puppies, and the importance 
of clean streets by clearing dog faeces. As a tribute 
to him the building we now work in on Bath Street 
was named the ‘Ashton’ building.

From: www.shmula.com

Imagine living here!



Alumni

A Christmas card  designed by 
Ashton

Paul Johnson using the Bridgeport 
Universal Milling Machine at Judd Street

Ashton was instrumental in training the first 
generation of UK Ophthalmic Pathologists 
and established the European Pathology 
Society, of which he was made life president. 
Ashton also set up Fight for Sight at the IoO
in 1965, a charity of crucial importance in the 
IoO’s history. He received many academic 
honours, most notable were his 1971 
election as a Fellow of the Royal Society, 
and his CBE in 1976. 

Ashton was highly thought of, known for his wit, 
and his creative flair. He produced Christmas 
cards, cartoons (circles) and paintings for 
colleagues. Ashton was an important figure in the 
IoO’s history and left a lasting legacy to all who 
knew him and the field of Ophthalmology as a 
whole. 

Paul Johnson, a fellow colleague said 
of him,

Artwork by Ashton

“ I got to know Norman whilst at 
Bath Street in his retirement, 
though the likes of Norman never 
actually retire such is their 
dedication. He always came over 
as a very nice and kind person 
and it was a pleasure to know 
him. ”



Alumni
Barrie Jones (1921-2009)

Jones also believed academic 
ophthalmologists had social 
responsibilities so in 1981 he 
founded the Department of 
Preventive Ophthalmology at the 
IoO (pictured left), which was 
aimed at eradicating preventable 
blindness in low income 
countries. He became the 
Department’s first director and

Jones believed that teaching and research are 2 strong arms that need to 
work together. Research without teaching does not inspire. Treatment on 
its own cures, but the problems still exist. Jones performed landmark 
studies of trachoma and onchocerciasis and received many honours, 
including a CBE in 1985. He was described by Pak Sang Lee, his lifetime 
friend and assistant, in the Department of Preventive as “dedicated, a 
natural born leader and genius”.

Jones had a lifelong interest in research-based 
medicine and the study of ocular infections, 
especially Trachoma. He joined the IoO as a 

lecturer in 1951, and trained at MEH being appointed first Professor of 
the Department of Clinical Ophthalmology in 1963. The department was 
based at IoO, but its clinical component 

Barrie Jones changed the way ophthalmology is 
taught and practiced as well as bringing the gift of 
sight to thousands in developing countries through 
his research and the founding of the IoO Department 
of Preventive Ophthalmology.

Research team in Mongolia

The Department of Preventive Ophthalmology

was embedded at MEH. Whilst at MEH he 
brought about two fundamental changes to 
UK clinical practice; insisting that all 
trainee’s learnt to use the operating 
microscope, so creating a new generation 
of microsurgeons, and encouraging 
ophthalmic sub-specialism.

Rothes Professor of Preventive Ophthalmology until he retired in 1986.  



Alumni
Department of Preventive Ophthalmology (1980-2002)

In 1980 the Dept of Preventive Ophthalmology (DPO) 
was established at the IoO by Professor Barrie Jones. 

They were one of the first Departments to move to the 

MEH site after Pathology. They moved into the 
‘Wolfson building’ that was officially opened by HRH 

Princess Alexandria in 1981.

WHO Collaborating Centre status was awarded to 
DPO in 1980 and the name International Centre for 

Eye Health (ICEH) was born.  Research and Education was at the core of 

their mission in improving eye health and eliminating avoidable blindness 
in low income populations. ICEH ran a range of programmes; diplomas, 

certificates and later MScs. Delegates from all over the world would 

undergo education and training then return home to implement their 
learnings. 

During the 1980’s ICEH performed critical field studies of onchocerciasis 

(River blindness), an avoidable blindness caused by parasitic infestation 

carried by black flies that breed in rapidly flowing rivers. This pivotal trial 
found a reduction in optic nerve disease with annual administration of new 
drug Ivermectin. Areas of ICEH research included; population-based 

surveys, trachoma, blindness in children, cataract, glaucoma, diabetic 
retinopathy, health economics and health systems.

Along with research, ICEH 

performed training and education 
in the field to facilitate local health 

workers, ophthalmologists, 
optometrists etc. in delivering 
community eye care. The global 

impact of ICEH is immeasurable, 

from the knowledge gained by 
course delegates, to the countries 

visited for training, education and 
field studies such as: Mongolia 
(angle-closure glaucoma), Global research activities by ICEH

China (glaucoma), and The Gambia (trachoma). ICEH has continued its 

success following its move to the London School of Hygiene & Tropical 

Medicine (LSHTM) in 2002.



Alumni

Tarrant became adept at using the Fison binocular ophthalmoscope and 
his paintings from this time are incredibly detailed and often mistaken for a 
photograph.  He would examine the patient and, using coloured pencils, 
would make a sketch, which might take anything up to an hour to do. He 
would then paint up what he had seen and add every detail.  This would 
take about a day or slightly longer for more complicated images.

American ophthalmologists loved him and his work and Paul Henkind
would greet Terry by asking “How’s the greatest ophthalmic artist in the 
world?”

Paintings were used up to the mid-1980s as photography proved 
inadequate to the task of illustrating the entirety of the inner aspect of the 
globe of the eye and it was not until the advent of computer graphics that 
watercolour painting of the retina was abandoned. 

Some of his images survived and are in the archive of the Joint Library of 
Ophthalmology. The retinal paintings are amongst the most prized of the 
collection. These have been digitised and are available to view online via 
Digital Collections from UCL Library Services and can be viewed on the 
next page.

Terry Tarrant ( 1930 – Present) 
Terry Tarrant is best known for his watercolour
paintings of the fundus (back of the eye) and of 
external diseases and injuries of the eye.  He 
served his apprenticeship at Theodore 
Hamblin’s, where he learned to examine 
patients’ eyes and make accurate drawings. 
Tarrant joined the Institute’s Medical Illustration 
Department in 1950 and made many paintings 
and drawings of patient’s eyes before and after 
surgery. They were primarily used as teaching 
materials and to illustrate books. He did a lot of 
work for Jack Kanski and Professor Richard 
Collins. 



Alumni



Alumni
Dame Ida Mann (1893-1983)

The first IoO annual report lists significant names such 
as Ida Mann who was not only important to the IoO’s

history but also for her contribution to science and 
medicine during a male dominated era. 

Ida was passionate about attending university 
but full enfranchisement for women had not 
been established, so, after working for two 

years she enrolled at the Royal Free, the only 
hospital in London to offer medical training to 

women, in 1914. When the IoO opened in 1948, 
she was the only woman on the newly established 

IoO Management Committee, as well as the first female

Hugh Davson is a famous IoO alumni, a physiologist 
who worked on membrane transport. He’s known 
(alongside James Danielli) for proposing a model for cell 
membrane structure, known as the Davson-Danielli or 
"protein sandwich" model. (Photo Credit: The Physiological Society)

Davson worked in the UCL Department of Biochemistry 
studying mechanisms of selective permeability trying to 

understand how electrically charged ions were transported in/out red 
blood cells. Davson’s MSc thesis was the basis for their classic text . 
Before Davson joined the IoO he worked with Sir Stewart Duke-Elder 
studying eye fluids and causative factors of glaucoma. He continued this 
work at IoO, and played a role in its establishment (1947), as well being 
appointed deputy under Sir Stewart Duke-Elder. Davson built up a 
talented team of researchers (which included David Maurice) and laid the 
foundations for the study of ocular fluids.

Hugh Davson (1909-1996)

senior surgeon at MEH. She published her classic textbook the ‘Development 
of the Human Eye’ in 1949 and was a pioneer in ocular embryology as well as 
highly credited in the fields of chemical warfare and trachoma. She’s also 
significant to our history because her original 
textbook drawings are archived in the Joint 
Library of Ophthalmology, and she left a legacy
to the IoO which has paid for many books over 
the years. You’ll find bookplates (right) 
acknowledging this gift. Bookplate



Alumni
Herbert Dartnall (1913-1998)

Herbert Dartnall
was at the IoO

from its inception as a 
member of the 

Vision Research 
Unit. Dartnall was 

a leading authority 
on retinal photopigments. 

Whilst at the IoOhe went on to develop a 
method known as partial bleaching to 
separate out individual photopigments from 
retinas containing more than one type of 
pigment.  His theoretical paper (1953) 
introduced the ‘Dartnall Nomogram’, which 
proposes a single template to describe the 
absorption of all visual pigments when 
absorption was plotted against the 
frequency of stimulating light.

David Maurice (1922-2002)

His research interests were in 

photochemistry of the retina, lens 
biophysics, colour vision, senescence 

and aging. He published a number of 
books including The Senescence of 
Human Vision (1992 ).

Weale was also an accomplished 

painter and designed an institute logo 
containing the Eye of Horus.

EOG is a technique for measuring the 
corneo-retinal standing potential that 

exists between the front and the back 
of the human eye. The resulting signal 

is called the electrooculogram. Primary 
applications are in ophthalmological 
diagnosis and in recording eye 

movements

His thesis (under the supervision of Hugh 

Davson) introduced the physical basis for 
corneal transparency, known as the 
‘pump-leak hypothesis’ where the cornea 
is provided nutrients by diffusion across 
the endothelium whilst actively pumping 
water out. Other significant discoveries 
include the introduction of fluorescein for 
the investigation of aqueous humor flow.

At the IoO David 
Maurice 

performed some 
of his most 

notable works 
such as corneal 
transparency and 

aqueous humor 
dynamics. 

Robert Weale (1922-2011)
Professor Weale
worked in the 

IoO’s Vision 
Research Unit 

and was head of 
Visual Science 
until 1978.

Geoff Arden (1930-2018)
Geoff Arden 
devised the 

electro-oculogram 
(EOG) as a 

clinical test whilst 
at the IoO. 

Photo Credit: JAMA Ophthalmology

Photo Credit: vision-research.eu



Deans and Directors

Robert C. Davenport
(1948-1959) T. Keith Lyle

(1959-1967)

A.G. Cross
(1967-1975)

John Gloster
(1975-1980)

Barrie Jay
(1980-1985)

Rolf Blach
(1985-1991)

Andrew Dick
(2016-present)

Phil Luthert
(2005-2016)

Noel Rice
(1991-1993)

Adam Sillito
(1993-2005)

Sir Stewart Duke-Elder
(1948-1965)



The History of…
Read on to explore the history of the Joint Library, Fight for Sight and the 

local area.

Replace fight for sight

Fight for Sight
Fight for Sight was set up in 1965 as a dedicated 

charity to the IoO by our very own Norman Ashton. 

They had an office on-site next to the Porters Lodge 

(in the current Director’s office). You can find many 

acknowledgements to their contributions, and to the 
eagle eyed, you can even spot their old logo next to 

the TEM microscope. 

Fight for Sight has funded many aspects of our research, infrastructure 

and even helped to secure the land we are currently based on today. 

Today Fight for Sight is the UK’s leading eye 

research charity, dedicated to funding research into 

the causes, prevention and treatment of eye 

diseases and sight loss conditions. You can read 
more about the projects they currently fund at the 

IoO on their website.[64]

During the ‘move’ years from Judd 

Street to Bath Street Fight for Sight 

initiated a Special Appeal, in 1989, to 

raise funds. They held various 
events and funding initiatives, and 

successfully raised £1 million in their 

first year! When the new building on 

Bath Street opened in 1992, it was 

named the ‘Ashton building’ in 

honour of Norman Ashton. 

Right: Example of a Fight for Sight 
advert in a newsletter to raise money 

for a Tea Dance in the 1990s

The Duke of York during one of several 
visits to the IoO



Helmholtz Ophthalmoscope 1851

The Joint Library of Ophthalmology

The History of…

The Institute Library evolved from the 
combined libraries of the three 
constituent hospitals, mainly that of 
Moorfields, and was one of the most 
comprehensive ophthalmological 
Libraries in the world. It contained 
some 4,300 volumes of journals 
relating to ophthalmology and visual 
science, a large number of them 
historical. In 2014 a UK Medical 
Heritage Library project digitised
many 19th century works in the 
collection. Scanned works are 
available from the Internet Archive.

There’s some interesting items in the collection and archive, most notably;
• 3 boxes of letters, papers, charts and drawings of Edward Nettleship, 

relating to patients with suspected retinitis pigmentosa.
• 2,000 original water colour paintings of various eye conditions dating 

from 1843 – 1980.
• Sir Stewart Duke-Elder’s 60th birthday book.
• And, the earliest book in the collection published in 1585, as well as 

Newton’s Opticks, 1704.

In 1991 the Moorfields Joint Study 
Facility closed and merged with the 
IoO’s collection forming the Joint 
Library of Ophthalmology (JLO). 
Today the JLO’s collections are still of 
national and international importance 
and the library is considered to be the 
foremost ophthalmology library in 
Europe. From the very beginning the 
Library was concerned with 
information retrieval and literature 
searches, as it is now.

Did you know…?

The Moorfields Museum exhibits 
ophthalmic equipment, such as the 
Helmholtz ophthalmoscope, pictured 
below. What’s more the contents of 
the museum in Judd Street were ‘lost’ 
when the Institute moved to Bath 
Street and it took Richard Keeler, 
Museum Curator and Honorary 
Archivist of Moorfields Alumni 
Association, 10 years to find them. 
The instruments were finally located 
in boxes, stored in the IoO attic!



The History of…
The Local Area
Even in this high rise era, if you look closely, there are still spots of history 
around.

IoO

Perilous Ponds 
How did Bath Street get its name? It was the 
site of an ancient pond fed by a spring. This 
pond was known as Perilous Pond due to the 
tragic drownings there. The pond was 
redeveloped into London’s first public open-
air swimming pool by William Kemp in 1743. 
A day admission was 1 shilling, and, as well 
as bathing the facility offered swimming 
lessons, model boating, fishing, and was 
even London’s first outdoor ice rink in the 
Winter! To make it more enticing Kemp 
changed the name from Perilous Ponds to 
Peerless Pools, giving rise to the name 
Peerless Street. Peerless Pool was later

Whitecross Street, a favourite eating place for many at the Institute, is one of 
London's oldest markets dating back to the 17th Century! Just south of

The Eagle Public House
One historic building that did survive the 
Blitz was ‘The Eagle’ pub on City Road. 
City Road and The Eagle are mentioned 
the famous nursery rhyme Pop Goes 
the Weasel dating back to 1856, the 
inscription of which can be seen on the 
wall of the pub (right).

Whitecross Street was an area previously 
known as Cripplegate and during the war 
the area was almost entirely destroyed in 
the Blitz resulting in a number of new 
buildings including the Barbican Centre.

Whitecross Street 

The h istoric  location of the Peerless 
Pools before Baldw in S treet existed. 
Adapted from  W ikipedia.org

drained in the 1800s and Baldwin Street built over, but evidence of its 
existence still remains today with the name of the local pub the ‘Old Fountain’.



The History of…

Left: An old map showing the three 
Moorfields (upper, middle and lower) 
which took up the area between what is 
now Finsbury Square and Finsbury Circus 
at Moorgate.  

Pest House Row
Bath Street was originally called Pest House Row (c.1725). 
On this lane was a collection of Alms-houses founded 
by Edward Alleyn in 1620. On this road was also the
‘Pest House’ itself (a place where plague sufferers 
were consigned). This later became ‘The Poor-
ground’, a burial ground for the nearby work-house, 
apparently body snatchers were arrested there in 1805.

French Hospital
The site of the Pest House was later taken over 
by the Huguenots who built a French Hospital 
(1716-1866) which served to improve the welfare 
of London’s French immigrants. It was Governed 
by The Earl of Radnor (family name being 
Pleydell-Bouverie), the family thus giving their 
name to ‘Radnor Street’ directly in front of the 
Institute.

Did you know…?

Ironmonger Row Baths, 
a Grade II listed 

building, was built as a 
public wash house in 

1931. 

The Beginning of Moorfields
Troops arrived home from the Napoleonic Wars with Egyptian Ophthalmia 
(trachoma), a contagious eye disease. So, in 1805, the world’s first 

specialist eye hospital, the London 
Dispensary for Curing Diseases of the 
Eye and Ear opened. In 1822 the 
hospital moved to Lower Moorfields, 
the area that is currently located 
between Moorgate and Liverpool 
Street station. In 1899 Moorfields
moved to City Road and retained it’s 
name. 



IoO Features

Sir Harold Ridley the pioneer of intra-
ocular lenses (IOL) was an MEH 

consultant and on the IoO’s Academic 

Board during those pivotal ground -

breaking years,

BUT!

opposition at the time into IOL 

research by Duke-Elder meant the 
world’s 1st IOL transplant had to be 

performed elsewhere…. what’s more, 

any research had to be performed in 
secret, so even the intricate planning 

for the first ever IOL transplant took 

place in a car! 

Inspiration for his IOL came from 

treating RAF pilots during the war. He 

witnessed that their eyes, having been 

penetrated by Perspex from cockpit 

debris, appeared to tolerate the 

material! 

Ridley vs Duke-Elder

The Unofficial Logo
This logo, depicted on an IoO tie, was designed 

by Professor Robert Weale back in the 

1970s.

The logo contains the ‘Eye of Horus’, ‘the 
all seeing eye’, which was believed to 

have healing and protective power. The 

eye’s positioned inside an ‘I’ and ‘0’ for 

Institute of Ophthalmology.

The tie used to be sold by the porters and you 

were given one when you left Weale’s Visual 
Science Department.

Piping in the Turkey
At Judd Street the Christmas 

Turkey was bag-piped in at every 

Christmas Lunch!

The piper was Joe Roberts, a 

former Private in the Black Watch 

Regiment and IoO carpenter. He 

and his son performed this 

tradition every year even wearing 

the full regalia… kilts, sashes and 

bearskin head wear. They looked 

very dapper!



Dr Christopher ‘Kit’ Magnus Howard Pedler was 
head of the anatomy department at the IoO, 
where he spent 12 years researching the 
retina. 

Pictures circles
Top: Kit Pedler (BBC). Bottom: Electron micrograph of a gecko’s retina by Pedler.

From Ophthalmology to Cybermen!

IoO Features

Pedler built on his concerns with future 
medicine and transplant surgery to 
come up with the concept of the 
Cybermen, a plot that went on to terrify 
the nation’s children. 

In the 1970s, Pedler and Davis went on 
to write another BBC series, each about 
a terrifying environmental disaster, 
called Doomwatch.

Cybermen in Doctor Who (BBC)

Artwork by Brian Boycott

Art and Science
This beautifully detailed picture of the synaptic architect of the 
mammalian retina was hand drawn down a microscope by IoO alumni 

Brian Boycott. Boycott was a big 
name in vision, and clearly also 
a fine artist! He drew a series of 
these pictures which were 
passed onto colleagues who 
knew him at other prominent 
Research Institutes.

Pedler’s ideas about how the 
retina functioned like a 
computer was attracting 
media attention and after 
appearing on BBC’s 
Tomorrows World in 1965, 
he was invited to work for 
Doctor Who as a script writer and ideas man with Gerry Davis. 



Fast Facts
Did you know 

that Glenfiddich 
used to offer 

grants for 
Ophthalmology?!

In 1917, St Luke’s 
Lunatic asylum (where 

the CoOp is now 
located) was sold to 
the Bank of England 
and printed official 
bank notes until the 

early 1950.

Old Street gets its 
name from being, 

well, Old! It is 
thought to date 
back to Roman 

times. 

It is alleged that the 
original plans for the 
current site had to be 
changed because one 

professor was jealous of 
the size of another 
professors (ahem) 

office!!!

IoO Professor John 
Marshall, a laser expert and 
laser safety Inspector, had 

to shut down a famous 
British rock band’s concert, 

and the Reading festival 
over laser safety concerns!

An IoO Porter named Dai 
played for Leyton Orient, 

and in the FA Cup no 
less! Unsurprisingly he 

used to thrash everyone 
during the IoO’s 5 a’ side 

matches!

The JIF building 
gets its name 

because it was 
funded by the 

Joint Infrastructure 
Fund.

Do you know…? The 
Ohri lecture theatre was 
named after Dr Ohri, an 
ophthalmologist, who 

every year gave money 
towards scholarships for 

students, which was 
greatly appreciated.



Final Thoughts

“Weare thankful for the legacy le1us byour predecessors
in eye research. Our remarkable history of discovery and
achievement has led theway to today’smajor advances in
biology, understanding vision andmechanisms of disease,
new therapies and popula?on studies. We strive, as did
they, to increase knowledge and improve pa?ent care.
TogetherwithUCL andour interna?onal collaborators, the
Ins?tute and our clinical partners at Moorfields con?nue
to build research and educa?on networks to deliver
advanced therapies and equip the next genera?on of
scien?sts.”

This overview captures only a few of the research highlights in the history 
of the Institute, which are too numerous to mention here. In parting, our 
Director, Professor Andrew Dick, would like to acknowledge all research 
and support staff, past and present, who are collectively responsible for 
our contribution to the field of ophthalmology over the last 70 years. 

“For I am convinced that in these days of runaway
technology and robust competition, the most profound
and exciting advances in science and ophthalmology are
yet to come, and this distinguished audience which you
have invited here today, hope, and expect, that many of
theseadvanceswill originatewithyou.”

In closing, we hope that we have lived up to the aspirations of Professor 
Norman Ashton, in a speech delivered at the opening of the Pathology 
Department in 1980. 
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Quick Quiz

1. When was 
the IoO

founded?

____________

8. How did the 
JIF building get 

it’s name?

____________

7. How many 
Deans and 

Directors have 
there been at 

IoO?

_____________

6. Who laid the 
foundation stone 

for the Ashton 
building in 1990?

_____________ 

2. How did 
Bath Street get 

its name?

____________

4. What notable 
alumni discovered 
the mechanism for 

corneal 
transparency?

_____________ 

3. How did the 
Ohri lecture 

theatre get its 
name ?

_____________ 

9. Which notable 
alumni discovered 

retinopathy of 
prematurity?

_______________

5. Which prominent US 
University did IoO beat to 

the top spot in the the 
2017 Centre for World 

Rankings as the best place 
to study ophthalmology?

__________________

10. What gene 
was first 

mapped by IoO
researchers in 

1984?

____________

12. After whom is 
the Ashton 

Building named?

_____________ 

11. Which charity 
was founded at 

IoO?

____________
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Word Search

Duke Elder Wolfson Judd Vision
Ashton Eye Research Journal

Hunt the plaque

Quiz Answers

7.11
8.Funded by the Joint Infrastructure Fund
9.Norman Ashton

10.X-linked RP
11.Fight for Sight
12.Named aFer Norman Ashton

1.1948
2.First public open-air swimming pool was based here
3.Named after Dr Ohriwho donated money for the porta-cabins

4.David Maurice
5.Harvard
6.Lord Carrington
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